A CABIN WITH NO COMPROMISES

Exquisitely refine your experience of flight
MORE TO LOVE, EVERY FLIGHT

Your cabin is the most personal connection to your aircraft. Let’s work together in customizing it reflecting your business and personal needs.
The Venue™ cabin management system from Collins Aerospace surrounds you with capabilities for an engaging in-flight experience as personal as the rest of your cabin. With Venue, you can connect with our entertainment sources – Stage™ on demand, Airshow® moving maps, Tailwind® multiregion in-flight TV system, HDMI inputs for carry-on content, audio-video on demand (AVOD) and Blu-ray™. Spend your time where compromise is never a consideration.

Learn what over 1,100 aircraft owners who fly with Venue already know – there’s no better way to maximize every moment of flight.

**DISTINCTIVE FEATURES**
- Intuitive control
- Rich media content
- Forward-focused design
- Global support
- Cabin management
PURE FREEDOM

Wireless and wired points of control let you enjoy exactly the cabin experience you want – from selecting entertainment content to controlling your cabin environment.

INTUITIVE CONTROL

With Airshow® Mobile and Venue Cabin Remote apps for iOS and Android™ devices, you can command your system from anywhere in your cabin.

Whether you connect with the system through your personal device or through the inviting seat-side or galley touchscreen displays, the interface design is intentionally minimalist and highly intuitive. Easy-to-understand iconography and easy-to-read display menus give you an effortless sense of mastery.
RICH CONTENT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Make every flight more enjoyable with a wide selection of entertainment, news, live sports, moving maps and more.

STAGE™ ON DEMAND
Familiar and inviting, Stage lets you bring your home information and entertainment with you on board, wherever you fly. Stay informed through Stage’s business news, weather and sports feeds, along with destination and event information. Be entertained with our massive library of 400+ licensed Hollywood and international movies, 400+ TV shows, music collections and games.

Stage manages it all with ease – including your personal library of on-board content.

AIRSHOW MOVING MAPS
Explore destinations around the virtual globe and follow your flight in real time with Airshow moving maps. Select from a variety of engaging flight information displays and map views.

You can enjoy all the captivating features of Airshow on your iOS or Android devices with our Airshow application. For example, the panorama feature animates your display screen with sweeping, real-time views of the world outside your aircraft – as if your cabin walls and floor were invisible.

AVOD
With Venue’s AVOD solution, you can watch your own library of unencrypted movies and videos on the cabin’s bulkhead monitor, at your seat or even streamed wirelessly to your DNLA-certified tablet. Other passengers can also watch and enjoy your library videos, at their leisure, on their personal display, or with a DNLA app on their own smartphone or tablet.

TAILWIND® TV
Our Tailwind family of airborne satellite TV systems is capable of receiving high-definition broadcast channels, where available, providing the most comprehensive and compelling content available in the air. Watch sports, news and other live content. You won’t miss a thing while you’re traveling in the contiguous United States or between multiple regions worldwide, such as Europe and the Middle East.

BLU-RAY™
Venue delivers your content, from Blu-ray movies to USB-stored media, with crystal-clear picture quality.
FORWARD-FOCUSED DESIGN

New, highly desirable technologies arrive on the consumer scene every year. Fortunately, your Venue system is poised to take advantage of many of these technologies. For example, Venue easily accommodates any of our new 4K display offerings – so you can take your in-flight viewing enjoyment to the most advanced level. And, when you prefer to view content on your tablet, our selection of personal tablet arms and holders can position your device for maximum comfort while keeping it fully charged.

Choose from 19-, 24- and 32-inch high-definition bulkhead displays or cabin-wide 4K displays in 24- and 32-inch sizes

Venue is designed to support exciting new consumer technologies as they emerge.
TAILORED FOR YOU

Our tailored approach enables you to be involved in the creation of your entire solution, producing a bespoke experience that will remain relevant for the life of your aircraft.

Our systems give you the feel of a one-off system, with the reliability that comes with product line investment and backing. You won’t have to fear being stranded in a remote part of the world, waiting for a “reprint” of your custom-built product.

We have spares pools, field support and Collins authorized dealerships conveniently located around the world. For you, that means no flight delays. No missed meetings. No unhappy passengers. No compromises.

GLOBAL SUPPORT

The tailoring we provide you as a Collins customer extends to our award-winning global support. You can count on our ongoing, customized consultation to ensure our products and services meet your unique needs. And, you can have perfect confidence that Collins will be around to serve you for generations to come.

Whether you’re taking initial delivery or upgrading your aircraft, we’ll be there with you – worldwide – to expertly handle every detail.